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AVON MAITLAND DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD 
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REPORT OF THE AUDIT COMMITTEE 

 
TO: Regular Board Meeting – Tuesday, June 27, 2017 
 

AGENDA ITEM: 4.1 b) 
 
SUBJECT: External Audit Planning Report for 2016/2017 Fiscal Year-End 
 
1.0 Background 
 

1.1 The Audit Committee is a committee of the Board formed under legislation, with 
roles and responsibilities defined under Regulation 361/10 and in Board Policy 
#10 re Committees of the Board. 

 
1.2 One of these responsibilities is to meet annually with the board’s external audit 

firm to review the proposed Audit Planning Report to be used by the firm in the 
financial statement audit for the annual year-end reporting cycle. The Audit 
Committee is to review the plan and then recommend the same to the Board for 
approval. 

 
1.3 It is a further requirement of the legislation that the Board approve the annual 

External Audit Planning Report each year. 
 

2.0 Plan Review 
 

2.1 The Audit Committee met with the External Auditors, KPMG LLP, at the regular 
Audit Committee meeting on Tuesday, June 20, 2017 to review and discuss the 
proposed External Audit Planning Report for the year ending August 31, 2017.  
The report is attached for information. 

 
2.2 Following discussion, the Audit Committee approved the adoption of the 

proposed plan and recommended that the Board approve the plan as presented. 
 

3.0 Next Steps 
 

3.1  A suggested recommendation is as follows: 
 

that the Avon Maitland District School Board approve the Audit Planning Report 
for the Year Ending August 31, 2017 for the annual Financial Statement Audit as 
presented and accepted by the Audit Committee. 

 
 
Respectfully Submitted by the Audit Committee 
 
 



Avon Maitland 
District School 
Board 
 

Audit Planning Report  

For the year ended August 31, 2017 

Prepared on June 5, 2017  

kpmg.ca/audit 
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At KPMG, we are passionate about earning your trust. We take deep 
personal accountability, individually and as a team, to deliver 

exceptional service and value in all our dealings with you. 

At the end of the day, we measure our success from the only 
perspective that matters – yours. 

The contacts at KPMG in 

connection with this report 

are: 

 

Katie denBok 

Lead Audit Engagement 

Partner 

Tel: 519-660-2115 

kdenbok@kpmg.ca 

 

Deanna Baldwin 

Audit Manager 

Tel: 519-660-2156 

deannabaldwin@kpmg.ca 

 

 Ian Gauld 

Audit Senior 

Tel: 519-660-2193 

igauld@kpmg.ca 
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This Audit Planning Report should not be used for any other purpose or by anyone other than the Audit Committee. KPMG shall have no responsibility or liability for loss or 

damages or claims, if any, to or by any third party as this Audit Planning Report has not been prepared for, and is not intended for, and should not be used by, any third 

party or for any other purpose. 

Executive summary  

Audit and business risk 

Our audit is risk-focused. In planning our audit we have taken into account key 

areas of focus for financial reporting. These include: 

– Revenue recognition, including government grants and related deferral 

policies 

– Tangible capital assets 

– Regulatory Environment 

– Employee Future Benefits 

See page 6. 

Effective communication 

We are committed to transparent and thorough reporting of issues to the 

Superintendent of Business, senior management and the Audit Committee. We 

have planned our work to closely co-ordinate and communicate with KPMG 

partners and offices.  

Audit Materiality 

Materiality has been determined based on total expenses. We have determined 

materiality to be $3,000,000 (2016 - $3,000,000) for the year ending August 31, 

2017. 

See page 4. 

Independence 

We are independent and have extensive quality control and conflict checking 

processes in place. We provide complete transparency on all services and follow 

Audit Committee approved protocols, including those outlined in Ontario 

Regulation 36/10: Audit Committees. 

 

KPMG team 

The KPMG team will be led by Katie denBok and Deanna Baldwin. Subject 

matter experts will be involved to ensure our approach is appropriate and robust. 
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Materiality  
The determination of materiality requires professional judgment and is based on a combination of quantitative and qualitative assessments including the nature of account 

balances and financial statement disclosures.  

The first step is the determination of the amounts used for planning purposes as follows:  

Materiality 
determination 

Comments Amount 

Metrics  Relevant metrics included total expenses, total revenues and net assets.   

Benchmark Based on prior year expenditures for the 2015-2016 school year. This benchmark is consistent with 
the prior year. 

$200,941,611 

Materiality Determined to plan and perform the audit and to evaluate the effects of identified misstatements on 
the audit and of any uncorrected misstatements on the financial statements. The corresponding 
amount for the prior year’s audit was $3,000,000. 

$3,000,000 

% of Benchmark The corresponding percentage for the prior year’s audit was 1.52%. 1.49% 

Performance materiality Used 75% of materiality, and used primarily to determine the nature, timing and extent of audit 
procedures. The corresponding amount for the prior year’s audit was $2,250,000. 

 $2,250,000 

Audit Misstatement Posting 
Threshold (AMPT) 

Threshold used to accumulate misstatements identified during the audit. The corresponding amount 
for the previous year’s audit was $150,000. 

Different threshold used to accumulated reclassification misstatements. 

$150,000 

$600,000 for reclassification 

 

Professional standards require us to re-asses materiality at the completion of our audit based on period-end results or new information in order to confirm whether the 

amount determined for planning purposes remains appropriate. Our assessment of misstatements, if any, in amounts or disclosures at the completion of our audit will 

include the consideration of both quantitative and qualitative factors.  
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Audit approach  

Professional standards presume the risk of fraudulent revenue recognition and the risk of management override of controls exist in all organizations. 

The risk of fraudulent revenue recognition can be rebutted, but the risk of management override of control cannot, since management is typically in a unique position to 

perpetrate fraud because of its ability to manipulate accounting records and prepare fraudulent financial statements by overriding controls that otherwise appear to be 

operating effectively. 

Professional 
requirements 

Why Our audit approach 

Fraud risk from 
revenue recognition 

This is a presumed fraud risk. 

There are generally pressures or 
incentives on management to commit 
fraudulent financial reporting through 
inappropriate revenue recognition when 
performance is measured in terms of 
year-over-year revenue growth of profit. 

 

We have rebutted the presumption of this fraud risk as it is not applicable to the Board where 
performance is not measured based on earnings and a significant portion of revenues can be tied 
directly to government funding support. 

Fraud risk from 
management override 
of controls 

This is a presumed fraud risk. 

We have not identified any specific 
additional risks of management 
override relating to this audit. 

 

As the risk is not rebuttable, our audit methodology incorporates the required procedures in 
professional standards to address this risk. These procedures include testing of journal entries and 
other adjustments, performing a retrospective review of estimates and evaluating the business 
rationale of significant unusual transactions. 
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Audit approach 
Other areas of 

focus 
Why Our audit approach 

Government Grants 
and Deferred 
Contributions 

Balances are significant to the 
financial statements 

– We will complete substantive audit procedures to address the relevant assertions, including 
confirming grant funding with the province and performing cut-off testing over revenue and 
receivables.  

Tangible Capital 
Assets and Deferred 
Capital Contributions 

Balances are significant to the 
financial statements 

– We will perform substantive testing over capital additions, including the determination of when 
capital expenditures are transferred from capital in progress and amortization begins. 

– We will also review management’s determination of the useful lives of capital assets and the related 
amortization rates and evaluate the recognition of any amounts of deferred revenue for capital 
expenditures to ensure that recognition is appropriate. 

Employee Future 
Benefits 

Balances are significant to the 
financial statements  

– We will perform substantive procedures, including review and application of assumptions as well as 
the use of management’s expert – SBCI. KPMG will verify disclosures comply with PSAS. 

Salaries and Benefits Balances are significant to the 
financial statements 

– We will perform substantive procedures over salaries and benefits expense.  
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Audit approach 
Other matters Details 

Extent of control testing in 
the audit 

– As part of our fraud risk procedures, KPMG reviews the Board’s entity level controls as well as tests for management override 
of controls by selecting journal entries for testing. 

– Auditing standards also allow for the use of testing controls over significant risk points and processes in order for the auditor 
to modify the nature and timing of substantive audit procedures to be performed. We do not employ any control testing over 
specific account level processes for this purpose, as we consider it to be more efficient to test the Board’s significant 
balances substantively. 

Internal audit 

– The Regional Internal Audit Team has been outsourced to PwC until August 31, 2018 

– A Student Supervision audit is underway  

– A full Internal Audit Risk Assessment process is underway 

Provincial benefit trusts 

– There is agreement to move to Provincial Benefit Trusts for employee extended health and dental benefits.  These items will 
potentially impact the Employee Future Benefits Liabilities reported by the Board.  The financial and reporting impacts 
resulting from these changes, expected to be prescribed by the Ministry of Education, will need to be contemplated by staff 
and auditors. 

Capital projects 

– There is no new school construction underway in the current fiscal 

– The Board sold the two remaining vacant buildings in September 2016 

– KPMG will include these items in our testing over capital projects and assets held for sale. 
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How we deliver audit quality  
 

CONTINUOUS 
IMPROVEMENT 

TWO-WAY 
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reviews 
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Action 
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No surprises

Timely  
reporting

Current 
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TAILORED APPROACH

INSIGHT

DEPTH OF EXPERIENCE 

Years’  
experience
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experience

Continuity  
of team

Involvement 
of specialists

Xm
!

Data and  
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Independent  
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Skepticism and 
judgment Team hours

Profound 
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Materiality 

 
Coverage 

 
Risk-based 
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Our tone at the top  

KPMG’s commitment to quality starts with leadership and with the tone at the top that drives the pursuit of audit quality at a global level and in every KPMG member firm 

and audit engagement.  

The KPMG network includes more than 162,000 professionals around the world of which 2,500+ are audit professionals in Canada.  

Our annual Global People Survey provides our people a chance to communicate how they feel about working at KPMG.  
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Value for fees 
The value of our audit services 

We recognize that the primary objective of our engagement is the completion of 

an audit of the financial statements in accordance with professional standards. 

We also believe that our role as external auditor of the Board and the access to 

information and people in conjunction with our audit procedures, place us in a 

position to provide other forms of value. We know that you expect this of us. 

We want to ensure we understand your expectations. To facilitate a discussion 

(either in the upcoming meeting or in separate discussions), we have outlined 

some of the attributes of our team and our processes that we believe enhance 

the value of our audit service. We recognize that certain of these items are 

necessary components of a rigorous audit. We welcome your feedback. 

– Extensive industry experience on our audit team – as outlined in our team 

summary, the senior members of our team have extensive experience in 

audits of organizations in the public sector industry. This experience ensures 

that we are well positioned to identify and discuss observations and insights 

that are important to you;

 

– Current development update sessions – we will organize tailored information 

on current developments in financial reporting and other matters that are 

likely to be significant to the Board and your team. This information will 

assist the Board in proactively responding to / addressing financial reporting 

and regulatory changes; 

– Areas of improvement – during the course of our audit, we may become 

aware of opportunities for improvements in financial or operational 

processes or controls. We will discuss any such opportunities with 

management and provide our recommendations for performance 

improvement. We will also include a synopsis of these issues and our 

recommendations in our discussions with you at the completion of the audit. 
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Value for fees  
In determining the fees for our services, we have considered the nature, extent and timing of our planned audit procedures as described above.  

Our fee analysis has been reviewed with and agreed upon by management. 

Our fees are estimated as follows: 

 Current period (budget) Prior period (actual) 

Audit of the annual financial statements $49,000 $49,000 

 

Matters that could impact our fee 

The proposed fees outlined above are based on the assumptions described in the engagement letter.  

The critical assumptions, and factors that cause a change in our fees, include: 

– Significant changes in the nature or size of the operations of the Board beyond those contemplated in our planning processes; 

– Changes in professional standards or requirements arising as a result of changes in professional standards or the interpretation thereof; 

– Changes in the time of our work; 
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Audit cycle and timetable  
Our key activities during the year are designed to achieve our one principal objective:  

• To provide a robust audit, efficiently delivered by a high quality team focused on key issues. 

Our timeline is in line with prior year. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Commence year end 
planning: June 2017 

Planning 

Interim  
fieldwork 

Strategy 
Ongoing 

communication with 
Board/Audit 

Committee and Senior 

Management 

Year-end fieldwork: October/ November 2017 

Closing meetings: November 2017 

 

 

Final 
fieldwork 

and 
reporting 

Debrief

Statutory / Other 

Reporting 

Audit findings discussion: November 2017 

Issuance of audit report: November 2017  

 

Planning meeting with 

management: May 2017 

Audit strategy discussions 

based on debrief of audit  

 

Interim fieldwork: June 2017 

School visits: June 2017 
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Appendices 
Appendix 1: Audit quality and risk management 

Appendix 2: KPMG’s audit approach and methodology 

Appendix 3: Required communications 

Appendix 4: Data & analytics in audit 

Appendix 5: Current developments 
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Appendix 1: Audit quality and risk management  
KPMG maintains a system of quality control designed to reflect our drive and 

determination to deliver independent, unbiased advice and opinions, and also 

meet the requirements of Canadian professional standards. 

Quality control is fundamental to our business and is the responsibility of every 

partner and employee. The following diagram summarises the six key elements 

of our quality control systems. 

Visit our Audit Quality Resources page for more information including access to our audit quality report, Audit quality: Our hands-on process.  

 

  
– Other controls include: 

– Before the firm issues its audit 

report, Engagement Quality Control 

Reviewer reviews the 

appropriateness of key elements of 

publicly listed client audits. 

– Technical department and specialist 

resources provide real-time support 

to audit teams in the field. 

– We conduct regular reviews of 

engagements and partners. Review 

teams are independent and the work 

of every audit partner is reviewed at 

least once every three years. 

– We have policies and guidance to 

ensure that work performed by 

engagement personnel meets 

applicable professional standards, 

regulatory requirements and the 

firm’s standards of quality. 

– All KPMG partners and staff are required 

to act with integrity and objectivity and 

comply with applicable laws, regulations 

and professional standards at all times. 

– We do not offer services that would impair 

our independence. 

– The processes we employ to help retain 

and develop people include: 

– Assignment based on skills and experience; 

– Rotation of partners; 

– Performance evaluation; 

– Development and training; and 

– Appropriate supervision and coaching. 

– We have policies and procedures for 

deciding whether to accept or continue a 

client relationship or to perform a specific 

engagement for that client. 

– Existing audit relationships are reviewed 

annually and evaluated to identify 

instances where we should discontinue 

our professional association with the client. 

Audit quality 
and risk 

management

Personnel 
management

Other risk 
management 

quality controls

Independent 
monitoring 

Engagement 
performance 

standards 

Acceptance & 
continuance of 

clients / 
engagements

Independence, 
integrity, ethics 
and objectivity
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Appendix 2: KPMG’s audit approach and methodology  
Technology-enabled audit workflow (eAudIT) 
  
Engagement Setup 

– Tailor the eAudIT workflow to your 

circumstances 

– Access global knowledge specific to your 

industry 

– Team selection and timetable 

Completion 

– Tailor the eAudIT workflow to your 

circumstances 

– Update risk assessment 

– Perform completion procedures and overall 

evaluation of results and financial 

statements 

– Form and issue audit opinion on financial 

statements  

– Obtain written representation from 

management 

– Required Audit Committee communications 

– Debrief audit process 

Risk Assessment 

– Tailor the eAudIT workflow to your 

circumstances 

– Understand your business and financial 

processes 

– Identify significant risks 

– Plan the use of KPMG specialists and 

others including auditor’s external experts, 

management experts, internal auditors, 

service organizations auditors and 

component auditors 

– Determine audit approach 

– Evaluate design and implementation of 

internal controls (as required or considered 

necessary) 

Testing 

– Tailor the eAudIT workflow to your 

circumstances 

– Perform tests of operating effectiveness of 

internal controls (as required or considered 

necessary) 

– Perform substantive tests 
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Appendix 3: Required communications  
In accordance with professional standards, there are a number of 

communications that are required during the course of our audit. These include: 

– Engagement letter – the objectives of the audit, our responsibilities in 

carrying out our audit, as well as management’s responsibilities, are set out 

in the engagement letter. 

– Audit planning report – as attached 

– Required inquiries – professional standards require that during the planning 

of our audit we obtain your views on risk of fraud and other matters. We 

make similar inquiries to management as part of our planning process; 

responses to these will assist us in planning our overall audit strategy and 

audit approach accordingly 

– Management representation letter – we will obtain from management 

certain representations at the completion of the annual audit. In accordance 

with professional standards, copies of the representation letter will be 

provided to the Audit Committee 

– Audit findings report – at the completion of our audit, we will provide a 

report to the Audit Committee 
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Appendix 4: Data & analytics in audit  

Turning data into value  

KPMG continues to make significant investments in our Data & Analytics (D&A) 

capabilities to help enhance audit quality and provide actionable insight to our 

clients by unlocking the rich information that businesses hold.  

When D&A is applied to the audit, it enables us to test complete data populations 

and understand the business reasons behind outliers and anomalies. 

Advancements in D&A tools allow us to analyze data at more granular levels, 

focusing on higher risk areas of the audit and developing insights you can then 

leverage to improve compliance, potentially uncover fraud, manage risk and 

more.  

KPMG is enhancing the audit 

The combination of our proven industry experience, technical know-how and 

external data allows us to focus our audit on the key business risks, while 

providing relevant insights of value to you.

 

 

 

– Automated testing of 100% of 

the population 

– Focuses manual audit effort 

on key exceptions and 

identified risk areas 

Audit quality 

For the audit 

– Helping you see your business 

from a different perspective 

– How effectively is your 

organization using your 

systems? 

Actionable insight 

For your business

 

D&A enabled
audit 

methodology
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Appendix 5: Current developments 
 

Current Developments, created by the KPMG Public Sector and Not-for-Profit Practice, summarizes regulatory and governance matters impacting charities and not-for-profit 

organizations today, or expected to impact over the next few years. We provide this information to help not-for-profit organizations understand upcoming changes and challenges 

they may face in their industry. We attach this summary to every audit plan and audit findings report that we provide to our public sector and not-for-profit clients.  Some of these 

developments may not impact your organization directly but we believe it is important for audit committee members of charities and not-for-profit organizations to understand what 

is happening in the sector.  

 

Tax-Exempt Status of Not-for-Profit Organizations  

Over the past few years, the income tax-exempt status of not-for-profit organizations and the activities that should be eligible for this exemption have been the subject of significant 

political and public debate.   

This debate intensified with the CRA’s Non-Profit Organization Risk Identification Project (the “NPORIP”) looking at entities claiming the exemption from income tax under 

Paragraph 149(1)(l) of the Income Tax Act of Canada, and the release of their report in 2014.   The report emphasized three main risk areas which in the eyes of CRA would 

disqualify a not-for-profit organization from claiming the income tax exemption:   

 having individual activities not related to their not-for-profit objectives; or earning non-incidental profits from individual activities 

 using income to provide personal benefits to members 

 maintaining excessive accumulated reserves, surpluses or net assets  

In 2014, the Government announced its intention to hold public consultations with not-for-profit organizations on these issues, led by the Department of Finance.  It was anticipated 

that this public consultation process would ultimately result in changes to the Income Tax Act and other legislation and regulations governing the activities of not-for-profit 

organizations, most likely in the 2017 Federal Budget.  

The election of a new Government in fall 2015 appears to have delayed progress on this issue. While the official mandate letter of the new Minister of Finance includes providing 

clarity on the activities of not-for-profit organizations and charities, the Department of Finance has provided no indication as to when, or if, it expects to begin public consultations 

with the not-for-profit community on the issues surrounding the tax-exempt status of not-for-profit organizations.  However, in fall 2016, the Government did announce the formation 

of Consultation Panels on two related issues in the charity/NPO sector: Political Activities of Registered Charities; and Social Enterprise/Social Impact Financing.  As such, the 

general expectation is that any significant changes in income tax legislation impacting the operations of not-for-profit organizations, will not be introduced until Budget 2018 at the 

earliest.    
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In the interim, CRA has not performed specific audits of the income tax-exemption status of not-for-profit organizations to our knowledge.  However, CRA continues to perform 

regular HST and payroll compliance audits of not-for-profit organizations and charities.   As part of these audits, CRA has included questions relating to the accumulated surplus/net 

assets/reserves of the audited organization, and is seeking documented evidence of purpose, future plans and governance oversight related to these balances.  

KPMG encourages the Boards and management of not-for-profit organizations, and of charities, to continue to prepare their organizations for the anticipated changes to tax 

legislation and regulations.  Organizations should review and consider their not-for-profit or charitable objectives, strategic plans, risk assessments, financial results and operational 

practices in the context of the aforementioned risk areas identified by CRA.  In particular, organizations should develop a written, approved Board policy relating to their net assets, 

accumulated surpluses and/or reserves explicitly documenting the reasons for maintaining these balances, how the amounts were calculated and quantified, and how the amounts 

will ultimately be used. Boards should also demonstrate and document their oversight of this policy on an annual basis.   

KPMG continues to monitor this situation closely and will continue to update you and all of our audit clients.  

 

The COSO Framework:  Demonstrating Sound Management Practices and Internal Controls 

Charities and not-for-profit organizations are facing increasing pressures and challenges from various internal and external stakeholders, who are demanding greater transparency 

and accountability.  Chief among these is a heightened level of scrutiny and higher expectations on charities and NPOs to demonstrate sound stewardship, accountability, and 

achievement of results.   This includes being able to demonstrate that resources are managed in a cost-effective manner and that funding received is used to maximize the 

achievement of the organization’s mandate.   

A charity’s or not-for-profit organization’s ability to clearly demonstrate sound management and use of funding and the achievement of objectives are of direct interest to donors, 

funders, partners, stakeholders and beneficiaries, and increasingly to the Canadian general public.  This, combined with a general increase in competition for scarce resources, 

can compound the challenges experienced by charities and not-for-profit organizations.   

In this environment, your organization will be asked to demonstrate that it is using and managing funds in an economical and efficient way and that is maintains a solid control 

environment supporting management decisions made by the organization.   National charities and not-for-profit organizations are beginning to formally adopt the “COSO 

Framework” of management practices and internal controls to respond to their stakeholder demands.   The COSO Framework is an internationally recognized framework for the 

assessment of management practices and internal controls in all types of entities.   

The main reason that the COSO Framework is gaining acceptance in the charity and not-for-profit sector is that it considers internal controls from the perspective of achieving 

organizational objectives categorized into three areas:   

 Effectiveness and efficiency of operations 

 Reliability of financial reporting 

 Compliance with applicable laws and regulations 
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In the current environment of transparency and accountability, charities and not-for-profit organizations must not only achieve, but also explicitly demonstrate, their performance 

in these three areas.   COSO provides a methodology to develop and maintain an effective system of internal control that reduces, to an acceptable level, the risk of not achieving 

these objectives. 

The COSO Framework identifies five core components (Control Environment, Risk Assessment, Control Activities, Information & Communication, and Monitoring Activities) and 

seventeen key principles within these five components that are required for an effective system of internal control.  The Framework is fully scalable to an organization’s size, 

structure, funding sources, or mandate.    

The Framework provides a recognized baseline against which existing management practices can be documented and assessed to confirm existing sound practices and identify 

areas for improvement to strengthen an organization’s internal control structure and prioritize efforts and resources to the areas of most significance.  As a recognized management 

control framework, an assessment of internal controls against COSO will also serve to provide both internal and external stakeholders with additional confidence in the stewardship, 

accountability and overall control environment of the organization. 

 

Fraud Risk in Charities and Not-for-Profit Organizations 

You only have to read the local and national news to understand the significant, adverse impact that a fraudulent or illegal act can have on an entity’s financial position, on-going 

operations and public reputation.  For charities and not-for-profit organizations, a fraudulent or illegal act can be absolutely devastating not only because of their reliance on public 

financial support but also their need to maintain public confidence and trust in their activities.  With social media, and the 24-hour continuous news cycle, the financial, operational 

and reputational risk of a fraud on a charity or not-for-profit organization has never been higher.   

Therefore, fraud risk management is now a very important element of an organization's overall governance and risk management. To protect against the risk of fraud, Boards and 

management need to have a heightened awareness of fraud including an understanding of the profile of a fraudster and what may drive otherwise good people to do bad things.  As 

a result, Boards and management of charities and not-for-profit organizations are beginning to incorporate fraud awareness in their training programs to increase their personal 

individual fraud awareness, and to develop a greater understanding of the key organizational elements of a robust anti -fraud program, designed to address the core objectives 

of prevention, detection and response. 

 

Cyber Security - It’s more than just Technology 

Organizations are subject to increasing amounts of legislative and public pressures to show they are managing and protecting their information appropriately. Simultaneously, the 

threats from cyber criminals and hacktivists are growing in scale and sophistication. Organizations are also increasingly vulnerable as a result of technological advances and 

changing working practices including remote access, cloud computing, mobile technology and services on demand.  The financial and reputational costs of not being prepared 

against a cyber-attack could be significant. 

Cyber Security is not solely about Information Technology; it is fundamentally an operational and governance issue.  Not-for-profit organizations should develop an operations-

wide understanding of their threats, safeguards, and responses.  Preparing this summary diagnostic will require the involvement of individuals in all areas of the organization, 

including those involved in hiring, procurement, customer relations and management. Key elements to consider include: 
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 Assessing the likelihood and intensity of a cyber-attack, based on the value of your information and your public profile  

 Assessing your vulnerabilities to a cyber-attack 

 Preparing your people, processes, infrastructure and technology to resist a cyber-attack, and to minimize its impact 

 Detecting a cyber-attack and initiating your response 

 Containing and investigating the cyber-attack 

 Recovering from a cyber-attack and resuming business operations 

 Reporting on and improving security 

Not-for-profit organizations are at particular risk due to the information they maintain, including research data, member or student data, and health information. The reputational 

risk of this information not being adequately protected can often outweigh the financial consequences of a breach.  

Not-for-profit organizations need to review their operations and consider cyber risks, then assess the organization’s cyber maturity in addressing those risks. Structured models 

for completing this exercise exist for organizations of all sizes, as no one is immune to the risk of a cyber-attack. 

KPMG in Canada, in collaboration with Imagine Canada, presented a webinar called "Cyber Security: The new threat for Not-for-Profit Organizations".   We encourage you to 

view this webinar on Imagine Canada’s website at: http://sectorsource.ca/resource/video/cyber-security-not-profit-organizations-presented-kpmg 

   

Commodity Tax Considerations 

The GST/HST is constantly evolving.  The kinds and pace of the changes affecting your organization will depend on your status and activities, and may result from new legislative 

and regulatory rules, court cases, and changes in the CRA’s administrative policies.  In addition, major organization changes, such as reorganizations, cessation of activities, 

major capital projects, new relationships (e.g., shared service arrangements), and new revenue generating activities may have significant GST/HST implications. 

The Canada Revenue Agency (CRA) continues to increase its focus on public service bodies (e.g., municipalities, universities, colleges, hospitals, schools, associations, charities, 

non-profits etc.) for purposes of conducting GST/HST audits. These audits may be undertaken by GST/HST audit teams dedicated to the public sector or by auditors attached to 

the CRA’s GST/HST Refund Integrity Unit.  Many organizations have undergone audits over the past couple of years.  Based on our work with audited organization, we offer the 

following general observations on the impact of the CRA’s ongoing focus on the public sector: 

 The CRA has been focusing on documentation, cost sharing and buying group arrangements, grants and sponsorships, as well as the allocation of inputs between 

taxable and exempt activities for input tax credit purposes (e.g. the filing of a Section 211 election and claiming of input tax credits on the use of real property).  

 The CRA has not consistently been applying audit offsets (e.g., allowing unclaimed input tax credits or rebates) that would help minimize the impact of any assessments. 

 Proposed assessments based on sampling and alternative valuation or allocation methodologies conducted by CRA auditors should be reviewed as fair and reasonable 

alternatives may be available that could significantly reduce an GST/HST assessment. 
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 The CRA is required to communicate the amount and basis for a proposed to the registrant, and should allow the registrant a reasonable amount of time to review and 

respond to the assessment (i.e., generally 30-days).  It is entirely appropriate to carefully review and question a proposed assessment.  Our experience is that proposed 

assessments can often be significantly reduced at the audit stage.  If a Notice of Assessment is issued, you will have 90 days to file a Notice of Objection with the CRA. 

 It is important that you have a plan in place for a GST/HST audit, including having a fixed point of contact for the auditor. Planning and managing the audit is as important 

as having the appropriate policies and procedures.   

 Organizations that have undergone significant changes in operations are more likely to be selected for an audit.  Many of these organizations are completing compliance 

reviews by indirect tax professionals in advance of a potential GST/HST audit to verify that the GST/HST is being appropriately handled. 

 

Our experience with GST/HST auditors has varied from audit to audit. However, in each case, the taxpayer has the burden of proof. The best approach is to be prepared in 

advance of receiving that audit notification from CRA. 

 

Income Tax Considerations 

The funding landscape for charities and not-for-profit organizations has changed dramatically over the last number of years. Gone are the days when government or public funding 

agencies had the ability to fully support public purpose organizations that were established legally as either Registered Charities (Charities) or Not-for-Profit Organizations (NPO’s) 

for tax purposes. This includes not only specific public purpose organizations, but those organizations that are recognized as Public Institutions for tax purposes, such as 

Universities and Hospitals. 

In order to fill the funding gap that has been created by reduced public financial support, many of these organizations have looked to non-traditional means of operating and capital 

funding to make up the shortfall. In many cases this involves the use of certain of the assets and resources that are available to the organizations to raise funds that has the look 

and feel of operating a business.  Charities and NPOs have very specific (and different) guidelines that are spelled out in various pieces of governing legislation, including but not 

limited to, on a Federal basis the Income Tax Act and the Excise Tax Act. The expansion of the activities to raise funds by these organizations has in some cases begun to stretch 

the limits of what was contemplated by either a standalone Charity or NPO. As a result, certain unique planning structures have been utilized in an attempt to protect the allowable 

activities of either a Charity or NPO, yet manage on a tax efficient basis certain potentially non-allowable activities that are being operated by the organization. 

This change in landscape has also attracted the attention of the Canada Revenue Agency which has established audit teams focused on auditing specifically within the charity 

and not-for-profit sectors.  This includes auditing for GST/HST, payroll taxes as well as Income Tax to determine if compliance within the various pieces of legislation is being 

adhered to.  Many Charities and Not-for-Profit Organizations have completed comprehensive tax reviews designed to assess whether the ongoing operations of the organization 

are organized to maximize tax savings opportunities and minimize compliance risk, while continue to support the goals and objectives of the organization.    
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Public Sector Accounting Board:   Accounting Standards for Government Not-for-Profit Organizations 

The Public Sector Accounting Board of Canada is responsible for setting the accounting standards that your organization is required to apply in preparing the general purpose 

financial statements.  The following new or revised accounting standards approved by the Board may have an impact on your financial statements over the next two 

years as described below.  We encourage Management to review these standards and determine whether the impact, if any, on your organization’s financial statements.  

In addition, we provide a summary of the status of the Board’s deliberations on the future of accounting standards for government not-for-profit organizations.  KPMG will continue 

to update you as these deliberations progress.  

Summary of New and Revised Accounting Standards 

Assets 

PSAB issued Section PS3210 Assets which provides a definition of assets.  Assets are defined as follows: 

 Assets embody future economic benefits that involve a capacity, singly or in combination with other assets, to provide goods and services, to provide future cash inflows, 

or to reduce cash outflows. 

 The public sector entity can control the economic resource and access to the future economic benefits. 

 The transaction or event giving rise to the public sector entity's control has already occurred. 

The standard also includes disclosure requirements related to economic resources that are not recorded as assets to provide the user with better information about the types of 

resources available to the public section entity.  This standard is effective for fiscal periods beginning on or after April 1, 2017. 

Contingent Assets 

PSAB issued Section PS3320 Contingent Assets which defines and establishes disclosure standards for contingent assets.  Contingent assets have two basis characteristics: 

 An existing condition or situation that is unresolved at the financial statement date. 

 An expected future event that will resolve the uncertainty as to whether an asset exists. 

The standard also has specific disclosure requirements for contingent assets when the occurrence of the confirming event is likely.  This standard is effective for fiscal periods 

beginning on or after April 1, 2017. 

Contractual Rights 

PSAB issued Section PS3380 Contractual Rights which defines contractual rights to future assets and revenue and establishes disclosure requirements.  Information about a 

public sector entity's contractual rights should be disclosed in notes or schedules to the financial statements and should include descriptions about their nature and extent and the 

expected timing. The standard also indicates that the exercise of professional judgment would be required when determining contractual rights that would be disclosed.  

Factors to consider include, but are not limited to: 

(a)  contractual rights to revenue that are abnormal in relation to the financial position or usual business operations; and  
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(b)  contractual rights that will govern the level of certain type of revenue for a considerable period into the future. 

This standard is effective for fiscal periods beginning on or after April 1, 2017. 

Related Party Transactions 

PSAB issued Section PS2200 Related Party Transactions which defines related party and provides disclosures requirements.  Related parties could be either an entity or an 

individual. Related parties exist when one party has the ability to control or has shared control over another party.  Individuals that are key management personnel or close family 

members may also be related parties.  

Disclosure is only required when the transactions or events between related parties occur at a value different from what would have been recorded if they were not related and 

the transactions could have a material financial impact on the financial statements. Material financial impact would be based on an assessment of the terms and conditions 

underlying the transaction, the financial materiality of the transaction, the relevance of the information and the need for the information to enable the users to understand the 

financial statements.  

This standard also specifies the information required to be disclosed including the type of transactions, amounts classified by financial statement category, the basis of 

measurement, and the amounts of any outstanding items, any contractual obligations and any contingent liabilities.  The standard also requires disclosure of related party 

transactions that have occurred where no amounts has been recognized. 

This standard is effective for fiscal periods beginning on or after April 1, 2017.  In conjunction with the approval of this standard, PSAB approved the withdrawal of Section PS 

4260, Disclosure of Related Party Transactions by Not-for-Profit Organizations, effective for fiscal periods beginning on or after April 1, 2018.  Government not-for-profit 

organizations currently applying Section PS 4260, will therefore only be required to adopt the new standard in their fiscal period beginning on or after April 1, 2018. 

Inter-entity Transactions 

PSAB issued Section PS3420 Inter-entity Transactions that specifies how to account for transactions between public sector entities within the government reporting entity.  This 

standard relates to the measurement of related party transactions for both the provider and the recipient and includes a decision tree to support the standard.  Transactions are 

recorded a carrying amounts with the exception of the following: 

 Transactions in the normal course of business are recorded at exchange amount 

 Transactions with fair value consideration are recorded at exchange amount 

 Transfer of an asset or liability at nominal or no consideration is recorded by the provider at carrying amount and the recipient has the choice of either carrying amount 

or fair value. 

 Cost allocations are reported using the exchange amount and revenues and expenses are reported on a gross basis.  

 Unallocated costs for the provision of goods or services may be recorded by the  provider at cost, fair value or another amount dictated by policy, accountability structure 

or budget practice 
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This standard is effective for fiscal periods beginning on or after April 1, 2017. In conjunction with the approval of this standard, PSAB approved the withdrawal of Section PS 
4260, Disclosure of Related Party Transactions by Not-for-Profit Organizations, effective for fiscal periods beginning on or after April 1, 2018.  Government not-for-profit 

organizations currently applying Section PS 4260 will therefore only be required to adopt the new standard in their fiscal period beginning on or after April 1, 2018. 

 

Deliberations on the Future of Accounting Standards for Not-for-Profit Organizations 

In April 2013, the Accounting Standards Board (“AcSB”) and the Public Sector Accounting Board (“PSAB”) jointly issued a Statement of Principles (“SOP”) that proposed to revise 

Part III of the CPA Canada Handbook and the CPA Public Sector Accounting Handbook to streamline and improve the existing standards for financial reporting by not-for-profit 

organizations and Government not-for-profit organizations.  The SOP garnered much interest from the Not-for-Profit community and, based on the feedback the Boards received, 

the proposals did not proceed further through the accounting standards development process. In March 2015, citing different financial reporting challenges, user needs and 

differing priorities faced by PSAB and the AcSB, the Boards announced that they would independently pursue improvements to not-for-profit accounting standards, but collaborate 

on common issues. 

Based on the responses from the SOP, the Public Sector Accounting Board decided that making substantive changes to the Accounting Standards for Government Not-for-Profit 

Organizations was not a priority at this time. The Board’s long-term strategy is to better align the accounting standards used by not-for-profit organizations (as provided in the 

Section 4200 series in the Accounting Handbook) with those used by other government entities, where practical.    
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